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Bagpipes screamed, piercing the afternoon silence, until the melody became 
recognizable as a march. The groom in a tam, tartan kilt, black !orig-sleeved 
shirt with loose ruffles down the front and on the cuffs, walked hand-in-hand 
with the bride down the castle's steps, across the lawn, to the altar. She wore. 
a full-length tartan skirt, matching shawl and brilliant white blouse with lac~ 
collar and cuffs. Guests lined the aisle, many wearing plaid clothing. They 
swayed to and fro and cheered when the Wiccan priestess bound the couple's 
hands with a colorful ribbon. 1 Is this a handfasting wedding ceremony in 
Scotland at the turn of the century?2 No, it is a modern theme wedding in the 
United States. 
. According to recently published articles and internet web sites, theme wed
dings appear to be gaining in popularity, replacing traditional or "white 
weddings" for some couples in the United States.3 For example, Gail Stirler, 
owner of Chivalry Sports in Tucson, Arizona, claims she "has watched the 

. theme wedding market grow from a relatively closed group to a much wider 
one" (Stuart, 1999: 24 ). Our attendance at and knowledge of weddings that 
we categorize as theme weddings illustrate this observation. We present an 
analysis of theme weddings based on reviewing seventeen periodical articles, 
fifty-two intern~t web sites, eleven television programs and attending nineteen 
weddings.4 

We define a theme wedding, sometimes referred to as a "concept wedding," 
as a non-traditional, Western marriage ceremony where the bride and groom 
designate a theme that is marked by the dress of its participants, particularly 
the bride and groom. Instead of the bride wearing a white gown and the groom 
a suit or tuxedo, the wedding couple select a theme for their ceremony that 
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The American Groom Wore a Celtic Kilt 

Theme Weddings 

A theme wedding that we both attended on 13 October 2000 prompted us to 
examine this new development in American weddings. For their handfasting 
wedding. ceremony, held outdoors during a full moon, the bride and groom 
chose dress inspired by ancient Celtic (Scottish or Irish) and Bohemian (Gypsy) 
garb. The honor attendants wore crudely fashioned leather garments and a 
wide variety of tartan fabrics, while the couple's parents dressed in homemade 
Celtic costumes. Over half of the guests dressed in various versions of ancient 
Celtic and Gypsy costumes, some homemade and some rented. 

Using the October 2000 wedding as inspiration, we additionally examined 
similar, recent weddings using Mikhail Bakhtin's theoretical framework of 
"carnivalesque" and our interpretation of the role dress plays within these 
weddings. We give specific examples of such weddings and wedding ensembles 
to discuss the carnivalesque characteristics present. We analyze our combined 
first-hand knowledge of nineteen theme weddings, which took place from 1985 
through 2002. 

We constructed a chart for comparison and analysis of each of the wedding 
themes. We looked at the year and location of the wedding and the bride's and 
groom's dress. From our knowledge of the couples involved, we conclude that 
the primary inspirations for their theme weddings involve several factors. These 
include the couple's ethnicity, alternative religions, budget concerns, group 
affiliations (such as Gothic subculture membership or being a Civil War re
enactor), or influences on the couple, like movies, holidays (such as Valentine~ 
Day, Halloween, Christmas, and New Years), literature, hobbies, and other 
special interests. 7 In the case of the Oneida wedding, the bride wanted the 
theme because she was a Pow-Wow dancer and the groom had some American 
Indian heritage. Their wedding on the reservation was their image of an Oneida 
wedding and had no historical base, but was chosen for its inexpensive cost 
and tie to the background of the couple. 

Our chart illustrates that the dress of the bride and groom determined 
the theme chosen for their wedding. These theme wedding ensembles were 
acquired in various ways. For the brides, six rented most of their ensemble, 
seven had custom-made garments especially for them, two made their own 
garments, and four purchased ready-to-wear ensembles. For the grooms six 
rented most of their ensemble, three had garments custom-made for them, one 
made his own ensemble, and nine purchased ready-to-wear ensembles. These 
figures indicate that both bride and groom chose to rent their ensembles for 
six of the theme weddings (rented ensembles are .indicated in the chart), two 
brides and only one groom made their own wedding ensembles, three more 
brides than,grooms had custom-made garments, and five more grooms than 
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includes their own dress that often extends to the invitations, decorations and 
food. Guests and the official performing the ceremony may even wear dress 
as determined by the couple's theme for the wedding. According to Dennis 
Stuart, a· writer for Costume, "Theme weddings are on the rise and costume 
professionals are cashing in on the business of turning romantic dreams into 
profitable realities" (23-4). 

Traditional Wedding Dress 

Since ancient times, weddings have existed as social practices, performed in 
public and often as religious ceremonies. The wedding typically resonates with 
the characteristics and customs representative of the couple's social stratum. 
The material culture displayed during a wedding ceremony, especially that of 
the wedding party's clothing, represents the cultural practices of couples and 
their families. 

By the late 1800s, a traditional wedding clothing ensemble in the United 
States consisted of a white or off-white formal gown for the bride, commonly 
referred to as a wedding gown, and a dark suit or tuxedo for the groom. The 
white gown represented the all-important virginal status of the bride, and dates 
back to the nineteenth century when, in 1840, Queen Victoria, dressed in a 
white wedding gown, married Prince Albert (McBride-Mellenger, 1993: 180). 
As queen, Victoria set the fashion standard at court and the popularity of the 
white wedding dress soon came to the United States (Tortora and Eubank, 
1994: 211). Grooms commonly wore formal attire for their weddings until 
about the mid-twentieth century when dinner jackets and less formal dres~ 
became more acceptable (Tortora and Eubank, 1994: 366-8). Wedding ensembles 
historically communicated a great deal of information about the couple, such 
as their culture, ethnicity, religion and social standing. 5 . . 

Dress plays an important role in all weddings in distinguishing the wedding 
couple from their attendants and guests. 6 Guests, for example, quickly identify 
the bride from her bridesmaids. The bridesmaids typically dress alike in the 
same style and color of gown, with the bride dressing distinctly from, and often 
more ornately than, her bridesmaids. The groom often dresses similarly to his 
gi:oom's men; the distinction is often less clear than between the bride and 
bridesmaids. 

The contemporary role of dress in a theme wedding also plays a significant 
and distinct role for the couple. Theme wedding qress creates a space in which 
both the bride and groom have more individuality, freedom, and play than 
allowed the bride and groom who dress in a formal white gown and smnber 
suit or tuxedo. 
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brides wore ready-to-wear ensembles. Of the nineteen weddings, we found that 
at least one of the couples chose the theme, nine brides choose the theme, four 
grooms, and both chose the remaining six themes. 

Twelve of the· wedding couples specifically selected locations which would 
reflect their wedding themes. Because we live in the mid-western United States, 
the majority of the weddings we observed or know about were in mid-western 
locations. Reading about theme weddings in published articles and viewing 
numerous television programs that included theme weddings, however, leads 
us to suggest that the phenomenon is not a regional phenomenon. 

Year Theme Bride's Dress Groom's Dress Location 

1985 Scandinavian White dress with Black tuxedo Lutheran Church 
rosemaling with white shirt Fridley, Minnesota 
bead work 

1993 Renaissance Tailored white Tailored white Renaissance Palace, 
satin dress tunic and tights Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin 

1995 Picnic Ivory, sleeveless, Khaki pants and Cliffside 

knee-length white shirt Amphitheater, 
sundress Denver, Colorado 

1995 American White square Cowboy boots, Lutheran Church 
Western (e.g. dance dress black jeans and Fridley, Minnesota 

Cowboy) black tuxedo jacket 

1996 Mountain Top Purple, calf-length Shorts and polo High Cliff Park, 
Picnic sundress shirt High Cliff, Wisconsin 

1997 Mexican Mexican ethnic Tuxedo, bolo tie St. Peter's Catholic 

costume and cowboy boots Church, Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin 

1998 Oneida Indian Red jingle dress Turtle dance (Pow Pow-Wow Circle 
Wedding Dance with jingle shawl Wow) costume Oneida Indian 

Reservation, 

Wisconsin 

1998 Outdoor Outdoor hiking Outdoor hiking Olympia Rainforest 
Adventure gear (rented) gear (rented) Olympia, Washington 

1998 American White dress with Western-style Yosemite Park, 
Western (e.g. ruffles tuxedo, cowboy Yosemite, California 
Cowboy) boots and bolo tie 

1999 . Irish Celtic knot quilted 1930s black tuxedo Horticulture Domes 
gown, trimmed in and top hat Milwaukee, 

burgundy velvet Wisconsin 
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The American Groom Wore a Celtic Kilt 

Year Theme Bride's Dress Groom's Dress Location 

2000 Irish Emerald green Black tuxedo with Universal Church 

satin gown plaid bow tie and Oshkosh, Wisconsin 

cummerbund 

2000 Irish Ivory lace gown Waist-length black South Park, 

Hand fasting jacket and kilt Oshkosh, Wisconsin 

2000 Celtic/Bohemian Mesh shawl, black Black shirt with Neenah Park 

Hand fasting bustier, blue ruffles at the cuffs Neenah, Wisconsin 

wrapped skirt and plaid kilt 

2000 Renaissance Red Renaissance- Black tunic and Walker Sculpture 

style gown (rented) tights (rented) Gardens 

Minneapolis, 

Minnesota 

2000 Halloween Little Red Riding Big Bad Wolf VFW (Veterans of 

Masquerade Hood costume costume (rented) Foreign Wars) Hall 

(rented) Oshkosh, Wisconsin 

2000 Golden Age Marilyn Monroe: Clark Gable: black Heights Theatre 

of Hollywood Pink, strapless, tuxedo (rented), Minneapolis, 

satin gown, with pencil mustache Minnesota 

long gloves (rented) .. 
2001 1920s Gangster Flapper dress with 1920s style tuxedo Velvet Lounge 

long string of pearls and violin case Chicago, Illinois 

(rented) (rented) 

2002 Scottish Antique white, White shirt, black Melrose Abbey 

Hand fasting Celtic quilted gown jacket and plaid kilt Melrose, Scotland 

(rented) (rented) 

2002 Dark Fairy Small top hat, Black suit with silver Napa Wine Train/ 

Princess & black velvet top, and black vest and St. Helena Park 

Prince and long, full satin tie and white shirt Gazebo Napa 

Charming skirt with overskirt Valley, California 

of black tulle with 

glass crysta Is 

Theme Weddings and the Carnivalesque 

According to a reader's poll conducted by Renaissance Magazine, couples 
reported three primary reasons for choosing a Renaissance theme:S 

1. - Inspiration from attending Renaissance Faires (sic.) (35%) 
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2. Romantic notions about the time period from reading books or viewing 
films (35%) 

3. A desire to be different or to express their individuality (25 % ) (Perrett, 
2001: 22). 

With the possible exception of ethnicity and alternative religions, we argue that 
theme weddings express what Bakhtin describes as "folk humor" or carnival~ 
esque elements (Bakhtin, 1968: 5). He states that carnivalesque: 

... is the people's second life, organized on the basis of laughter, [and] [i]t has a 
universal spirit: it has a special condition of the entire world, of the world's revival 
and renewal. ... Such is the essence of carnival, vividly felt by all of its participants 
(7-8). 

Thus, the idea of carnivalesque or carnival metaphorically applies to the 
ephemeral structure and nature of those events and activities that invert 
conventional or traditional relationships, subvert power, and celebrate a 
"fantastic" canon of the body. At the same time, the carnival atmosphere does 
not negate nor parody its subject. Bakhtin stresses "that the carnival is far 
distant from the negative and formal parody of modern times" (11). We inter
pret Bakhtin to mean that carnivalesque can be a serious matter; therefore, the 
choice of theme weddings should not be seen as a trivial or insignificant choice. 

Ephemeral Nature of Carnival and Weddings 

Bakhtin states the carnival celebrates a temporary release from expected and 
established order, most notably there is a "suspension· of all hierarchical rank, 
privileges, norms and prohibitions" (10). During a theme wedding, although 
finding themselves in an ephemeral space and time, participants and guests 
revel in the opportunity to play at being rc;;;.alty or knights or even fictitious 
characters for the duration of the celebration. 

Many people say one's wedding is a once in a lifetime event. The ephemeral 
nature of the wedding itself has the carnivalesque elements that appear to 
reflect and even exaggerate the fleeting nature of any wedding. This temporary 
space occupied by weddings becomes a commonality between both traditional 
and theme weddings. One couple whose favorite holiday is Halloween, decided 
to marry on 31October2000 in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, and have a Halloween
Masquerade wedding. Using "Little Red Riding Hood" as the theme, the bride 
dressed as Little Red Riding Hood, and the groom dressed as the Big Bad Wolf. 
Nearly every guest dressed in costume, presenting themselves as knights and 
princesses, super-heroes and villains and witches and warlocks. The couple's 
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The American Groom Wore a Celtic Kilt 

wedding officiate dressed as a mad scientist. After the service, he toasted the 
newlyweds with a vial of green liquid. 

Freedom of Choice and Individuality 

Two significant elements of carnivalesque - freedom and individuality -
assume equally important roles in the theme wedding. Exploring the roles these 
elements take on in the theme wedding sets the stage for the importance of 
dress during this occasion. 

Bakhtin declared, "During carnival time life is subject only to its laws, that 
is, the law of its own freedom" (1968: 7). Couples similarly find freedom in 
planning a theme wedding in contrast to adhering to the expectations typically 
found in traditional weddings. Many usual customs, which do not fit the theme 
from dress to setting, can be cast aside with no more explanation than "it 
doesn't fit with the theme." 

Options in alternative dress available to those who choose a theme appeal 
to both brides and grooms. The bride no longer must wear a white hourglass
shaped gown, nor does the groom need to don a well-fitted suit or tuxedo. 
According to Stuart, "many full-figured brides wear early eighteenth century 
wedding gowns because such gowns create a more appealing silhouette than 
do those of contemporary scyles'' (1999: 26). For example at an Irish wedding 
(1999), the bride chose an empire-style gown with a scooped neckline and a 
long skirt that fell straight to the floor from just under her breasts. This style 
accented bodily features that the bride found appealing, while those with which 
she was not completely comfortable were disguised under the long skirt. 

An older bride, remarrying or renewing her vows, may prefer a theme 
wedding in order to avoid wearing a white dress or to gain a wider choice in 
gown styles for a more mature body type. She perhaps may not want to wear 
a white wedding gown or perhaps cannot find a suitable dress because many 
stores or departments feature gowns designed for younger brides. A theme 
wedding permits the older bride to wear any color and style that flatters her 
figure. In our examples, this became evident in the planning of a Dark Fairy 
Princess and Prince Charming wedding scheduled to take place in spring 2002, 
in Napa Valley, California. The bride, in her mid-thirties, found the wedding 
gowns at retail shops and those available through on-line sources were primarily 
white or off-white, in styles designed for a younger, slimmer body type. She 
opted instead to have a theme wedding because she believed she could have 
more freedom in choosing a wedding dress style to suit her. She decided to dress 
as a "dark" fairy princess, an idea carried over from her childhood fantasies 
about a wedding combined with her contemporary lifestyle. The bride wore 
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a custom-made ensemble: a skirt had a large full black tulle skirt-with tiny glass 
crystals; a black velvet top with beaded neckline; and small black top hat, 
decorated with tulle similar to the overskirt. As a result, the groom dressed as 
"dark" Prince Charming. 

Stuart asserts that examples of the theme weddings in which the groom 
benefits from his choice of attire usually relate to his special interests, such as 
hobbies or re·-enactment groups (1999: 27). For example, a groom might wear 
a Klingon uniform if he is a Star Trek enthusiast, or a Union or Confederate 
uniform if he belongs to an American Civil War re-enactment group. 

We found that individuality and play associated with theme wedding dress 
were significant motivators both for brides and grooms. For instance, some 
grooms expressed that they gladly wore kilts like those they saw in the 1995 
movies Braveheart and Rob Roy, instead of being forced to wear an uncom
fortable suit and tie. Still other grooms commented that they found period 
costumes, such as Renaissance garb, fun to wear because they were able to 
carry a sword and have mock sword fights with their friends. 

Theme weddings provide opportunities for the bride and groom to express 
their individual identities. Even if more than one couple choose the same theme, 
the results differ and become individual in their expression, reinforcing Bakhtin's 
observation that "[t]he utopian ideal and the realistic merged in this carnival 
experience, unique of its kind" (1968: 10). As an example, we compare the 
dress of two Renaissance theme weddings, one held in 1993 and another in 
2000. Each distinguished itself from the other, despite the similar theme. These 
two weddings proved to be especially individualistic in the dress chosen by 
members of the wedding parties. 

The 1993 wedding, held indoors at the Renaissance Palace in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, featured a traditional Christian ceremony, followed by a formal 
Renaissance Ball reception. A period costume design studio, Hook and Eye, 
designed and constructed the bride's and groom's clothing. The groom wore 
a white velvet tunic with gold trim, white tights and white slippers. The bride 
wore a highly embellished burgandy velvet dress which fell from the shoulders 
to the floor, and a tiara on her long black hair. 

The 2000 Renaissance wedding ceremony took place outdoors, in Min
neapolis, Minnesota, at Walker Art Center's Sculpture Garden. The bride, 
groom, honor attendants, and immediate family rented costumes from a 
costume shop that provides the costumes for a Renaissance Festival held 

· annually in Shakopee, Minnesota. The groom wore a plain black tunic with 
black tights and beret, and the bride wore a simple full-length crimson dress, 
with embellishments around the neckline. 

Although the silhouettes of the two couples choosing Renaissance-theme 
weddings resembled each other, the details of each item of the clothing ensemble 
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differed. The heavily embellished outfits of the couple married in 1993 fit their 
bodies precisely. The rental costumes of the other couple married in 2000, 
however, gave them little choice in the colors and the details of their garb, 
especially because their primary concern centered on properly fitting the one 
meter ninety centimeters (six foot five inch) tall groom. Still, both couples 
expressed their individuality while at the same time maintaining the emphasis 
of the Renaissance wedding theme. According to Bakhtin's theory of carnival, 
these two weddings each demonstrate the importance placed on individuality 
which separates the participants ih the theme weddings from the outside world, 
as well as from other more traditional weddings (1968: 29). 

Dress as a Boundary Setter 

The theme of the wedding establishes the broad boundaries for the carnival
esque fantasy. As we have previously indicated, the dress of the participants 
most obviously delineates these boundaries. For example, if the wedding 
invitations indicate "Scottish Wedding," guests expect to see the groom wear
ing a tartan kilt, knee-high· socks and a tam, whether or not the guests choose 
to wear kilts themselves. - : 

The boundaries of-the carni~alesque fantasy continue with the choice of 
setting, decor, food, music and location to reflect the designated theme. One 
such example.involves a Scottish theme wedding for an American couple in a 
castle in Scotland decorated with yards of tartan material. The menu included• 
authentic Scottish foods, such as tea, oatcakes, and haggis, and a group of 
bagpipers played Scottish pub tunes and American classics for the reception 
following the wedding. 

Dress also visually establishes the mood and illusion for the wedding. Women 
wearing long flowing velvet gowns and men wearing velvet tunics and tights 
create the romantic and chivalrous mood necessary for (their interpretadon 
of) a Renaissance theme wedding. Even if the dress is not accurately represent
ative of the Renaissance period, there are enough elements that the bride, 
groom and guests can identify the time period to establish the atmosphere that 
makes the carnivalesque fantasy possible. 

Through dress, the illusion of the theme continues throughout the wedding 
and reception. Moreover, dress acts as a constant reminder of the theme created 
and, therefore, the dress of participants potentially keeps them involved with 
the theme or fantasy. In fact, theme wedding planners suggest that brides and 
grooms explicitly state on their invitation the type of dress they encourage their 
guests to wear and they suggest a wedding web site to help guests find appro
priate dress (Perrett, 2001: 26). 
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One couple even created their own theme wedding web site. The formal 
invitations encouraged guests to go on-line to view images of kilts and various 
Celtic knot patterns; in addition, guests were asked to use the list of provided 
resources to find costume shops or retailers that could supply appropriate 
clothing. A second couple, who adopted an Irish theme, sent out a wedding 
newsletter about one month before the wedding. This newsletter included 
details about the bride's emotions, assistance of various family members with 
activities, and suggestions for appropriate dress for guests willing to join 

_in the Irish theme by wearing tartan kilts, shawls and lace. Yet a third couple, 
in 1998, chose a theme of an outdoor adventure in Olympia State Park, 
Washington. They stated clearly in their invitations that guests should wear 
clothing to the wedding in which they could hike and climb. A fourth couple, 
in 1985, chose to have invitations, programs and thank-you cards with the 
same Norwegian rosemaling designs the bride had beaded on to her wedding 
gown, and the food and music at their reception reflected the Scandinavian 
theme of their wedding.9 

Dress as a Vehicle for Play 

Donald Wood Winnicott, in his book Playing and Reality, states that play is 
key for group relations (1971: 41). Theme weddings allow adults to interact 
with other adults in a playful manner. Play is both a significant element of 
theme weddings and a characteristic of carnivalesque. The theme dress of both 
wedding participants and guests allows for the experiences of escapism and 
voyeurism, the same happenstance that occurs during a masquerade. Among 
adults, this escape from reality to fantasy encourages carnivalesque play. For 
instance, a wedding with a King-Arthur-in-Camelot theme permits grown men 
in tights to participate in pretend swordplay, while ladies-in-waiting wager 
dances for their champions, or, the bride and groom may cut the-cake with a 
sword while horns blow (Kernan, 1999: 30-2; Seiden, 2001: 49-53). A Hallo
ween theme wedding allows adults to become scary monsters wlio may grunt 
and growl instead of talking or to become superheroes who save the day. 

One bride and groom emphasized the element of play in their Golden-Age
of-Hollywood wedding in September, 2000, in a rented movie theatre in 
M~i;ieapolis, Minnesota. They encouraged guests to put on a director's beret 
and direct the video camera technician to film a mini-movie of the bride 
(dressed as Marilyn Monroe) and the groom (dressed as Clark Gable). In 
addition, the wedding favors included faux beauty marks and eyelashes, and 
faux pencjl-line mustaches. . 

At the weddings where the grooms andlliale,guests wore kilts a common 
question arose from other men, as well as won.;en guests: "Are you wearing 
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your kilt traditionally?" This is understood to mean: "Are you wearing under
wear under your kilt?" Wearing a kilt "traditionally" is apparently wearing 
one without underwear. It is difficult to determine where this idea came from. 
One possibility is from the battle scene in Braveheart, where the Scottish lift 
their kilts and expose their lack of undergarments beneath their kilts to the 
enemy before going into battle. The level of play at one wedding was so great 
that by the end of the evening about twenty men wearing kilts "traditionally" 
gave a "Scottish battle cry;" that is to say, the men bent over facing away from 
their audience, then lifted their kilts. 

Conclusions 

We observed that a theme wedding provides a creative approach to a traditional 
ev.ent. Theme weddings display numerous elements of carnivalesque: dress, 
setting, music and activities, which reflect the individuality and playfulness 
of the couple being married. Their dress conveys the mood, establishes the 
characte~(s) and creates an illusion. Theme dress furnishes the primary vehicle 
for the carnivalesque·atmosphere which draws guests into the fantasy that the 
bride and groom want to create with their theme wedding. Just as trad_itional 
wedding dress communicates a great deal of information about the co~ple, so 
does the theme wedding ensemble. 

Bakhtin recognized that during a period of carnival, the ideal or fantastic 
blended with reality to create a unique experience (1968: 10). In a similar 
manner, a theme wedding combines an idealistic fantasy with the reality ofia 
contemporary wedding, marked as an extraordinary event not only for the , 
bride and groom, but for their guests as well. 

Notes 

1. Wicca is a pagan tradition based on Celtic spirituality (McCoy, 1998: 3 lq). 
2. Handfasting is an ancient Celtic wedding ceremony during which the bride and 

groom are bound by a piece of cloth wrapped around their joined right hands (B.uck
land, 1995: 97). 

3. We use the term "traditional" when referring to wedding ensembles in the United 
States, not to suggest that wedding ensembles have remained static, without change. 
Instead we use this term because the .brides and grooms have identified the white dress 
and dark suit or tuxedo as "traditional." 

4. The television programs viewed were "A Wedding Story" (Discovery Channel), 
and various specials on Las Vegas weddings (E!). The internet sites viewed were chose 
from a search requesting articles on weddings ~ith themes. The periodical articles were 
selected from Renaissance Magazine, Costume! Business, and Smithsonian. 
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5. We would like to thank Coileen Kahn for her help with this section in providing 
information about wedding ensembles for brides and grooms in the late nineteenth 
century and early twentieth century. 

6. Dress is defined as an assemblage of any body modification and/or supplement, 
as well as a means of non-verbal communication (Eicher and Roach-I-j:iggins, 1992). 

7. Valentines Day, Halloween, Christmas and New Years were mentioned more than 
any others in wedding magazines and on television programs that focused on weddings. 
We speculate that this has to do with the fact that every year these holidays are on the 
same date. Thus, a couple could celebrate the holiday and their wedding anniversary 
on the same day every year. 

8. The typical dress for Renaissance theme weddings is loosely based on the sil
houettes and dress from Italy from the 1400s-1600s. Still, some dress is inspired from 
previous eras and called "Renaissance." The food is often buffet style with large round 
loaves of bread, wine and shanks of meat. 

9. The word "rosemaling" is used to describe a form of decorative flower painting 
that originated in Norway in the 1700s. These graceful designs are· derived from C 
and S strokes and are characterized by flowing lines and scroll with imaginative, 
fanciful flowers, and subtle colors. 
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